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Maria F Atkinson 
"More Than Just Hands" 
Color Pencil 
Young couples expressing their love to each other. 



 
Kat Brockway 
Title: Opening up 
Made on ipad Art Studio app 
Description: using hands, we push out the blockage in our way and OPEN UP to 
many doors of opportunities! 
 



 
David Call 
Two DeVIA Mothers 
Color pencil 
Description:  This artwork was inspired by Frida Kahlo's Two Fridas painting. First 
generation DeVIA mother Betty G Miller and second generation DeVIA mother 
Nancy Rourke bonded by same DeVIA blood. Betty G Miller colors are based on 
Betty G Miller's Birth of a Deaf Mother painting and Nancy Rourke colors based on 
her trademark primary color paintings. It is a challenge for me to capture the 
essence of both artists' painting style and transfer to this artwork! 
 



 
Patti Durr 
Hand doodle 
Description:  it has a few De'VIA motifs within it (black and white doodles fill in of a 
5 finger hand and wrist) 
 
 

 
Patti Durr 
HandEye solidarity fists  
linocut w/ ink on paper 
8 1/2 x 5 1/2 
Description: color pix of two cards - one is red on gold ish paper and one is black on 
white paper - HandEye solidarity fist with streaks around it and the word OBEY at 
bottom. 
 



 
Bethany Hall 
"Kiss My Fist" 
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, blue pencil 
Description:  Every now and then the hearing community puts their own 
expectations or opinions on me- such as telling me I don't need an interpreter, 
indirectly telling me to use TC, expecting me to my voice, relieved that I can lip-read 
(regardless of the fact when I tell them it's not 100% reliable), giving me attitudes of 
audism, telling me I'm not deaf (hate that) and acting as if my hearing aid is a 
miracle. So my "fist" is affirmation- breaking through the bricks in the hearing 
world. And title is a reference to the sign KISS-FIST - my love for all things DEAF! 
 
 



 
Takiyah Harris 
"Hands unity" 
Mixed art 
10x8 
 

 

Storme Ren Heidi 
'It's elemental' I'm in my element among the deaf community. Earth, air, water, and 
fire with a background of hands. ‘ 
Multimedia 

 

 



 
Kyle Hoffer 
"300 HANDS VS EMPIRE OF ORALISM." 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Elizabeth Hurd 
" A Ear met the Hands' World " 
Graphite On a sketchbook 
9x12 
 
[Image Description: The Hand on left side, it is female with nails be done and have 
two rings on the index and third fingers. It have two eyes on top of the had with the 
lashes. Her thumb is carrying a purse. There is A Ear on the right, is a Male and have 
the ear cuff and two high lobe earrings. Female Hand approached a Ear and started 
Fingerspelling to him, " Hello ". Ear -blanks... ?????. Female Hand once fingerspelling, 
"Can you help me?". Ear- ...?.... Femaie Hand fingerspellings, " Duh me..." Ear-......? 
Female Hand fingerselling, " You are a Ear ". Ear-........... There are several hands 
minding their own business. Two hands chatting away. One hand on the skateboard 
speed up. Small hand started crying.... the Bigger Hand running toward the small 
hand. There is eyeball cat be stuck in the tree behind small hand. Which the eyeball 
cat is small hand's pet. 
 



 
Hinda Kasher 
Teacher + Sign Language= Precious  
Fine point sharpies and neon markers 
2015 
Our children's future depend upon the teachers who sign fluently. 
 



 
Ellen Mansfield 
"EMG in Spotlight" 
6 x 6 tile 
(google: Edward Miner Gallaudet, (born February 5, 1837, Hartford, Connecticut, 
U.S.—died September 26, 1917, Hartford), American educator and administrator 
who helped establish Gallaudet University, the first institute of higher education for 
the deaf. He was also known as a leading proponent of manualism—the use of sign 
language for teaching the deaf.) 
 



Ken McBroom 
Roots of Love  
Collage 
 
 



 

Roberta Merrill 
De'VIAChallenge 
# 4 
Hand 
motif/affirmative 
I did a face above 
from 
Nancy Rourke's 
image/colors 
of her style 
Hands dancing 
joyfully 
Hands waving 
A woman's mouth 
wide open  
saying, "YES ASL" 
2 faces 
empasize 
signing 
'Cherish' 
They CHERISH 
ASL as  
their 
first 
language 
Not 
English Nor 
spoken language 

 
 
 



 

 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
"ASL Gives Positive Esteem" 
Photoshop, 2015 

 

 
Stevie Gemmill Naevaert 
"Know ASL vs No ASL" 
Description:  Two mini stick figures. Left figure has a huge yellow thought bubble 
with hands and some colored circles. Word underneath says "KNOW ASL". Right 
figure has a big black blob with words underneath saying "NO ASL" 
 

 



 
 

Teresa Davisson Newman 
"Hands UP UP UP" 
8x11.5 White paper 
 

 

Vicki Nordquist 
~HandPlay~ 
Colored Pencils 
 



 
Nancy Rourke 
Cherish Sign Language 
oil on canvas 
18 inch by 24 inch 
Description: This painting is based on hands that you cherish so much, it reminds 
me of one of George Veditz's quotes, .."as long as we have Deaf people, there will be 
signs." He cherished hands, he cherished sign language. 
 
 

 
Paul Scearce 
“Deafhood” 
Description:  Deafhood is a journey that each Deaf person undertakes to discover 
their true identity and purpose here on the Earth as a Deaf person. 
 


